ON A CERTAIN SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND ITS APPLICATION
IEL the Euclidean space E n (n. >3) we consider an n-dimensional region 42Q, measurable in the sense of Jordan, bounded by a finite system of closed disjoint (n-1)-dimensional Liapunov surfaces (q.' > 1) (see e.g. [7] p.41 ).The interior of Si ^ may include disjoint Liapunov surfaces D q'+-j» > q') which, are closed or have closed boundaries.
Let us introduce the following notation & = a, -y Dr -A*
r-q,+i
where A * denotes the union of all regions that are bounded by those of the surfaces D^-+2,...which are closed.Assume moreover that none of the surfaces • • • lies in the interior of the region A*, Each surface i>r(r=1,2,... ,q) consists of an (n-D-dimensional region with boundary which is empty if Dr is a closed surface. The region may include a finite number of closed disjoint (n-2)-dimensional Liapunov surfaces L^' They divide into 1^+^o^e-or multi-connected disjoint subregions S^ ^,... ,Sr r .
Let L and D denote the following sets: Let us consider a system of p -non-linear integral equations of the form <• f (1) ?,(P,t) = Jf V H yi (P,tj Q,r) ^(Q. As special cases of (1) one can mention the systems of integral equations arising in the course of solving with the help of potential theory various boundary-value problems for parabolic type linear equations or systems of such equations.
2. Taking up the matter of solving the system (1), let us assume that the functions appearing in it are real and satisfy the following assumptions.
1°. The functions N v^( P,t} are defined and continuous at points (P,t) and (Q,r) of the set S * (0,T] and fulfil the conditions (u =1,2,...,p; i=1,2,...,p), where P^Q, r<t, S o e(0,n-1)
fi Q e (0,1), and |pq| denotes the distance between P and Q. and satisfy for s =1,2,... ,pj mssl ,2,.. ,m0, the inequalities u m (P.^S y1,...,yp,z1,...,zp^)| .sfy the conditions:
We shall prove that under tha above conditions there exists exactly one solution of system (1) .
The proof of the existence of a unique solution for (1) will be based upon the well-known theorem of Banach about contractive maps.
To this aim let us consider the Banach space A consisting of all points f of the form ^ (P, t) ,y 2 (P, t),..., j»(P,t) where (P,t) are real functions defined and continuous in the set S and satisfying the condition max sup j|pp L | t |^(P,t) PeS <oo .
The distance 9 (p,g>) between two points (p and cp in the space A is defined by the formula (23) 9(9» ,£) = max sup 0<t<T PPL| t*Lp(P,t)-£(P,tj|
Assume that in this space we are given a set Z consisting of all points f satisfying the inequality (24) I^LP^ I Pe S, t e (0,T], V=1,2,...,p, where the positive constant £ will be defined suitably in the sequal. The set Z is transformed by means of the operation y defined by the equalities
(25) +G,(P,t;?>(P,t),R(, (1) 
Hjp.tjRp^ Rv (4) ]) v= 1,2,...,p.
The operation (25) transforms the set Z of all points <p into a set Z consisting of points y/ = k<p We shall determine a sufficient condition assuring that the inclusion Z c Z holds.
Observe that the system (25) constitutes a system of weakly-singular integral equation of Volterra type with respect to the functions (P,t) and has a unique solution (see Hence we see [cf. (24) and (27)] that the point y =A? belongs to the same set Z as the point pprovided that the following condition holds: Reasoning similarly as above and using (23) and (26) we obtain the relation (32) B2C0M¿p9(9,y).
ffrom inequalities (31) and (32) it follows that the operation (25) is contractive indeed.
Hence the assumptions of Banach's theorem are satisfied and consequently there exists exactly one fixed point of the operation (25)» i.e. there exists a unique solution of system
(1).
Thus we have proved the following theorem. Theorem 1. If the assumptions 1°-6° hold and the coefficient M^ satisfies condition (31)» then there exists a unique solution of system (1) belonging to the set of functions satisfying inequality (24) with the constant X satisfying condition (30). Theorem 1 proved above will be applied to some non-linear boundary-value problem with transversal derivative for linear parabolic equations.
Let us consider a system of p partial differential equations of the second order of the form 3u^ (33) ¿a^(X.t) gjfcr + CX,t)^ + o'(X.t)u,-= 0 at S> = 1,2,. ..»p, where X(x^,x2,...,xQ) denotes a variable point of the space E n (n >3), and t-a number variable in the fini-
The problem consists in finding a system (34) u(X,t) = [u1(X,t),u2(X,t),... .UpiX.t)]
of functions uv(X,t), v=1,2,...,p, satisfying:
(a) the system of equations (33) at every point X of the set A for 0 < t é Tj du v The symbol ^-appearing in the boundary condition (36) P denotes the boundary value of the transversal derivative (cf.
[7] p.157) of the function u^CX.t) and is defined by the for-
where the normal N^ has an arbitrarily chosen positive orientation when P is a point of an open surface is assumed to be directed into the interior of the region "a for points P lying on a closed surface D r .
The problem presented above comprises as a special case the boundary-value problem solved in [l] . Moreover, the boundary condition (36) is more general than condition (8) in paper [6] . 10°. The given real functions Gv(P,t; s^,..., s ) satisfy assumption 2°, in which we put p^=m =p. P o Under the above assumptions we shall reduce the' stated problem to one consisting in solving a system of non-linear integral equations which are a special case of system (1).
6. Let rj, (X,tj Q,0» v = 1,2,... ,p, denote the fundamental solation of equation (33) determined by W.Pogorzelski in [4] .
We are looking for a solution of our problem in the form of system (34) of p integrals u v (X,t), where each integral is defined by the formula
and is called the potential of a simple layer with respect to equation (33 )• We assume that the unknown density f f (Q,r) of the potential (41) is a real function defined and continuous at points Q e S for r e (0,t] and satisfies the inequality and satisfies inequality (42), then the transversal derivative of the potential (41) has the following limit property: where a^T denotes the elements of the matrix inverse to the matrix [a^] of the coefficients of equation (33).Furthermore the following inequality holds:
iPQl^-^^t-rf where 1 -•|-<i(a<1, 3E*=. min(h,2li, and (r = = 1,2,...,q) is Liapunov's exponent for that surface Dr to which the point P belongs.
Imposing boundary conditions (36) on the function (36) and using Theorem 2 we obtain a system of p integral equations of the form
with the unknown functions f^ (P,t) ),p>2(P,t)»•• • »^(Pit) !Ehe kernels Nv(P,tjQ, r) of equations (45) and the functions AjiPjt) appearing in them are expressed by the formulas (46) N,(P,t| Q,r) = A^(P,t) ^ Hf (P,t jQ, r) ap(P,t) = 2(2 vTr a ydet[af (P,t)]
On the other hand [of. (349) ] the systems u, and -^ ai P ars systems of p functions defined respectively by equations (41) and (43) 7» The system of integral equations (45) is a special case of system (1) where C^CgiC^ are some positive constants independent of the functions and H^.
Hence from Theorem 1 it follows that the system of integral equations (45), and thus also the boundary-value problem considered above, has exactly one solution .
We can now formulate the theorem. Theorem 3. If the assumptions 7°-10° and inequality (48) are satisfied, then there,exists exactly one system (54) of functions defined by formula (41), which satisfy the system of parabolic equations (35) ftith. initial conditions (35) and boundary condidions (36).
Comparing the systems (1) and (45) we see that the system (45) is a very special case of (1) . Thus there are possibilities of solving with the help of Theorem 1 boundary-value problems much more complicated than those considered in the present paper. This matter requires separate investigation.
